We have utilized the antiferromagnetic nature and structural/chemical compatibility of ( Fig. 1(a) ) and Sample-T ( Fig. 1(b) ). The magnetic moment of the antiferromagnet LSMO(AF) (M(5 K) ≈ 32 emu/cc) is usually an order of magnitude smaller than the moment of LSMO(FM) (M(5 K) ≈ 462 emu/cc) [4, 6] . Therefore, the signature of AF transition at T N ≈ 220 K of the 45/55 composition is buried in the strong M(T) response of the ferromagnetic LSMO(FM) layer. The magnetic moment for the Sample-T is double compared to the moment of the cobalt-free sample as seen in Fig. 1(b) . This difference can be attributed to the higher magnetic moment of the Co, which is extracted by subtracting the moments of Sample-T and Sample-B. The result of this substraction is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b) .
Spin-polarized transport in oxide based half-metals is a topic of intensive research these days because of its potential for application in spintronics devices. Some of the most investigated half-metallic oxides include CrO 2 , Fe 3 O 4 , double perovskites like Sr 2 FeMoO 6 and manganites La 1−x Sr x MnO 3 (LSMO) for certain doping. In particular, the manganite with stoichiometry La 0.67 Sr 0.33 MnO 3 has been investigated widely for magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) [1] , for which it is necessary to have a significant difference in the coercive fields of the two ferromagnetic electrode in order to have a step-like switching of magnetization and tunneling conductance. Typically, exchange bias (EB) phenomenon between a ferromagnet (FM)/antiferromagnet (AF) bilayer is used to engineer the coercivity in MTJs. The EB manifests itself as a shift of the magnetization loop along the field axis by a field H ex and the coercive field H C is enhanced. While mechanism of exchange bias since its discovery 40 years ago by Meiklejohn and Bean [2] is still not fully understood, it is widely believed to arise from the exchange coupling between spins at the interface between FM and AF layers.
It has been a long standing problem to find a suitable exchange bias antiferro- Néel transition at T N ≈ 220 K [4, 5] . films deposited on (100)STO is comparable to the H C of Cobalt [6] . Hence exchange bias of LSMO(FM)/Co bilayer with LSMO(AF) is necessary to realize coercivity contrast. Also the biasing direction can be reset by warming the sample back up to room temperature and cooling again with the field reoriented.
The negative H ex with respect to reference cooling direction can be understood by ferromagnetic coupling between uncompensated moments in the (001) plane of LSMO(AF) and the moments of LSMO(FM) so that the latter are frozen in the direction of the applied field and therefore a bigger force or stronger external field in opposite direction is required to overcome this coupling. It is well known that for FM/AF bilayer the magnitude of H ex is given by [7] ; |H ex | = J/M F t F , where J is the FM-AF interfacial exchange coupling energy, M F and t F are the magnetization per unit volume and thickness of the FM layer respectively.
Substituting M F ≈ 400 emu/cc extracted from the data of Fig. 3(a) , |H ex | ≈ 68 Oe , and t F ≈ 50 nm, the exchange coupling energy J comes out to be ≈ 0.13 erg/cm 2 at 10 K. The value of J for this bilayer system is comparable to J of conventional metallic bilayers like NiMn/FeNi (J ≈ 0.27 erg/cm 2 ) [7, 8] The direction of exchange bias is shown to be controlled by the field used for cooling. The shift in the hysteresis loop was also used to bring coercivity contrast in 
